
 
3.0    How to Build the Chassis with Drive Train 
 
Step 1 Buy the parts listed below: 

Quantity Item Price 

1 ½ inch HDPE (The price given is for a 24” x 48” sheet.) $80.00 

4 4 Rev Robotics Core Hex Motor,  REV-41-1300 ($21.00/ea)  $84.00 

2 Rev Robotics, hex axles, 400mm long, (cut to 4” lengths), 
REV-41-1362, ($15.00/pack of 4) 

$15.00 

4 Rev Robotics, axle collars,  REV-41-1327, ($7.00/pack of 10) $7.00 

4 Vex Mecanum Wheels, 2 Left:  217-3645, 2 Right: 217-3644 
($29.98/ea) 

$119.92 

 Total cost $305.92 

 
Step 2 Manufacture the parts shown below . 

 
Cut the chassis from 1/2 inch HDPE per drawing Chassis (REV 3), Drive.1.M 

 
From ½” HDPE, cut four halves of thicker motor mount per drawing: Motor Mount 
Right, Drive.2.M. 



 
From ¼” HDPE, cut 4 halves of thinner motor mount per drawing: Motor Mount Left, 
Drive.3.M 

 
Out of onyx filament, 3D print four pairs of custom 3D printed mecanum to REV 
conversion hubs per drawing: Vex Wheel Conversion, Drive.5.M 

 
Using ½” HDPE, cut four copies of part 1 of the small motor mount per drawing: Right 
Motor (REV 2), Drive.7.M. 



 
From ¼” HDPE, cut four copies of part 2 of the small motor mount per drawing:Motor 
Mount Left (REV 2), Drive.8.M 

 
Step 3 Assemble the parts as shown below . 

 

 
Attach motor to motor mount half per drawing: Motor Mount Assembly Exploded, 
Drive.4.E.  



 
Attach other half of motor mount per drawing: Drive.4.E .  

 
Attach the conversion hubs to the mecanum wheels per drawing: Mecanum Wheel 
Assembly, Drive.6.A .  The hubs should just pop on but use some bolts to secure them. 
(Note: The colors are not accurate) 



 
Attach wheel to motor and add other motor mount for final motor module per drawing: 
Motor Mount Assembly, Drive.9.A, Wheel Assembly Exploded View, Drive.9.E. 

 
Repeat the steps above until all four drive wheel assemblies are complete.  Note you 
need two identical to the left assembly, and two identical to the right assembly.  The 
orientation of the wheels must match exactly what you see above, making an “X” if you 
look from above. 



 
Attach the assembled wheel/motor modules to the chassis per the drawing: Assembly 
Gen 1, Drive.10.A. 

 
Insert the set bolt that prevents the motor mount from sliding off the chassis.  Repeat on 
all four motor mounts. 

 


